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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
27.2 (1986) 
ON THE SEPARATION OF CLOSED, CONVEX SETS 
Nikobos S. PAPAGEORGIOU *) 
Abstract: A general ized version of Dieudonn6s theorem on 
the closedness of the sum of two convex sets is proved. Using that 
a new separation theorem for disjoint, closed, convex (possibly 
unbounded) sets is established. The tools used come from convex » 
analysis. 
Key words: Convex function, conjugate function, subdifferen-
tial, separation. 
Classification: 46A50, 46A55 
1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to extend the 
Dieudonne's well known result on the closedness of the sum of two 
convex sets and provide an extended separation principle for dis-
joint, closed, convex (possibly unbounded) sets. Our proof is ba-
sed on techniques of convex analysis and in particular on the cha-
racterization of relative continuity points of convex functions 
in terms of local compactness properties of the conjugate func-
tions . 
2. Preliminaries. In this section we would like to introdu-
ce a few basic notions from convex analysis and develop to auxi-
liary lemmata that we will need in the proof of our main result. 
x) Research supported by the N.S.F. Grant MCS-8403135 
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Let X be a set, f:X—*1R « ft uitco} a function. The epigraph 
of f(0 is the set eplf * {(x, A ) * X*ffi:f(x) « AJ . The effective 
domain of f(0 is the set dom f * i x «. X:f (x)< + oo] . The function 
f(0 is said to be proper if and only if f(0 is not identically 
• oo and f(x)>-<*> for every xeX. The indicator function of a 
set ASX is the map d*
A
:X—*1R defined by 
0 if x * A Ѓ U II X * A 
Д V Л /
 I +00 if x i 
^Л(X) * 
A. 
Let (X,X*) be a dual pair of spaces with a separating (Haus-
dorff) bilinear functional (*,0. From now on we will stay within 
this dual system. We say that in order to avoid distinguishing in 
the sequel between polars and prepolars of sets and conjugates and 
preconjugates of functions. Let f
:
x —*• |R be a function. The conju­
gate of f(0 is defined by f*:X*~-+ lR:x" -+> sup
w
 I (x*,x) - f(x)3. 
*e X 
Similarly if g:X* -*• il we define g*:X -*IR:x—sup ^ [ (x*,x) -
- g(x*)]. Clearly f*(0 is a convex and w(X*,X)-lower semicontinu-
ous since it is the supermum of the w(X*,X)-continuous affine func­
tions x*—* (x*,x)-f(x) over all x * dom f. Similarly, for g(0 it 
follows that g*(0 is convex and w(X,X*)-l.s.c. From the Hahn-Ba-
nach separation theorem it follows that when conv f = lower semi-
continuous, convex hull of f(0 is proper, then f** = coT|v f. 
We use the following notation. If ASX then int A, cor A, 
ri A, r cor A, cl A, span A, aff A, conv A denote the interior of 
A, the algebraic interior or core of A, the relative interior of 
A, the relative algebraic interior or relative core of A, the clo­
sure of A, the span of A, the affine hull of A and the convex hull 
of A. By relative interior of A we mean the interior of A in the 
relative topology of X on aff A; that is xc ri A if and only if 
there is a O-neighborhood U s.t.(x + U ) A aff ASA. Similarly x c 
4r cor A if and only if xO-a-od A-x absorbs aff A-x or equiva-
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lently if and only if x +!R+«A2A and x e A . Recall that aff A = 
= A + span (A-A) = xQ + span (A-xQ) where xQ€ A. 
Let A£ X. We set 
A* = (x*$ X*:(x*,x)> 0 for all xs Af 
A" = i x*S X*:(x*,x)*< 0 for all x« A? 
A1 = A+o A" 
Similarly for B £ X Y the sets B+, B", BX are defined in X in 
the same way. If A •*. 0 then (A+)+ = cl IR+. conv A, (A
1)* = cl span A 
and A + ((A-A)"1)1 = cl aff A. Again for A£X nonempty we define 
its recession cone to be the set A^ of all half-lines contained 
in cl conv A. So x £ A w if and only if for any fixed point acA 
the half-line a + IR+ x starting at a and passing through x is en-
tirely contained in cl conv A. Clearly then A^, is a closed, con-
vex cone with vertex at the origin. The recession function f^C*) 
of f: X - •> IR is that function whose epigraph is the recession cone 
of epif i.e. epif^ = (epif)^, . It can be shown that f^ (x) = 
= sup (x*,x) = tf(x) (see Laurent i 33 and Rockafellar 141). 
Finally the subdifferential of f:X —-FR at x is defined to be 
3f(x) = ix*e X*:(x*,y-x)* f(y) - f(x) for all ycX} 
Observe that df(x) = 0 when f(x) = + co (assuming f £ + *» ). 
The subdifferential at a point is always convex and w(X*,X)-closed. 
Now we are ready for the auxiliary results that we will need 
in the proof of the main theorem in Section 3. In both we prove 
more than we will actually need and so they are also interesting 
in their own. 
Lemma 1 . If (X,X*) is a dual pair, f:X-—**?R is convex and 
ri epif =4-0 then f(*) is a continuous on r cor dom f and the fol-
lowing are equivalent for x € X. 
1) f(-) is relatively continuous at x„c dom f 
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2) 4.x** x M f ) ^ (x*) '- (x*,x )-- OJ is a subspace. 
Proof. From Rockafellar 15J we know that 1) is equivalent to 
saying that x £ ri dom f. Now we claim that this is equivalent to 
saying that tdom f - xJ ~ = Idom f - x„ I1 f i x*e X*:xf = constant o o 
on dom fI. To see that let D = dom f - x . Clearly D is convex and 
o J 
has a nonempty relative interior. Hence by the Hahn-Banach separa-
tion and extension theorems, we have that 0.fri D if and only if 
there exists x*£ X* such that x* is not constant on aff D = 
= aff dom f - x and sup (x*,x) - 0; equivalently x*c D~ = 
= tdom f - x )"" and x* % D 1 = C dom f - x ]~. Thus we deduce that o T o 
1) is equivalent to saying that Idom f - x ]~ is a subspace . Next 
note that: 
*x** X r:(P) < > ? (x*) - ( x * \ x o K 0 f 
s -, x*eX": sup „(x*,x) - (x*,x o)i0' 
- r.dom f * - x 0?~ 
Now dom f* * s cl dom f, since f * * (•) + "'(•) _ is a convex 
lower semicontinuous function dominated by f and so f*** (•) + 
-> ?{ - ) <r f *' (* ). Recall that f* * ( • ) - - f(» ), hence dom f ' 
9 dom f** . Therefore 
dom f - x°S dom f** - x 2 cl dom f - xrt o o 
and so tdom f - x '"" > '.dom f~% ~ *0''-' -c1 dom f - *0 .V - But 
Ldom f - x J " s i cl dom f - x V. So 1 dom f - xQ " = 
= !" dom f** - x : " = • x* - XK-.(f *\tt (x*) - (x* ,x ) . 0 ' = subspace . 
The continuity of f ( ) on r cor dom f is a well known result. 
Q.E.O. 
In „5,! Rockafellar .as shown that continuity of a convex 
function at a given point is equivalent to equicontinuity of cer-
tain level sets of the coniuqate function. These results can be 
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easily extended to show the equivalence between relative continui-
ty of a convex function with respect to a closed affine set of 
finite codimension (usually this set is aff dom f) and local equi-
continuity of the level sets of the conjugate function. Finally 
if aff dom f is not of finite codimension then the level sets of 
the conjugate will contain the infinite dimensional subspace 
(dom f - dom f) and so we cannot hope for local equicontinuity. 
However , by characterizing the level sets of t* modulo their be-
havior on (dom f - dom f) i.e. by considering the duality bet-
ween aff dom f and x*/(.jom f-domfT
1 w e 0 D t a i n in a straightfor-
ward manner a further extension of the results of Rockafellar 153.4 
Following this chain of argument? we can have the following 
extended version of Rockafellar's r e s u l t s . Let f:X—MR be convex 
and M£ X affine and containing dom f. The case of interest is when 
M = aff dom f or M = dom f + (dom f - dom fE1 = cl aff dom f . 
Lemma 2• The following two statements are equivalent 
1) ri epif**0 and aff dom f is closed with finite codimensi-
on in M. 
2) f* 25 + oo or there exists x e X, r > - f(x ) s.t 
{x*c X*:f* (x*) - (x*,x0)rfr0Us w(X'
<,X)yMi" - locally bounded . 
Remark': Clearly 1) is equivalent to the following: 
D r cor conv dom f*0, conv f|r C Q r C Q n v d(jm f is continu-
ous and aff dom f is closed with finite codimension in M. 
3. Main result. In this section we develop a general crite-
rion for the sum of two closed, convex sets to be closed, exten-
ding in this context Dieudonn6's theorem (see t2]) and we also 
obtain a new separation principle. In what *"Mows let 
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Be - Ixe X.da(x) « inf tl x - y II < 11 = B -> e Bv where BY is the 
open unit ball in X. 
So assume that X is a reflexive Banach space. 
Theorem. If. A, B are cltfsed. convex subsets of X satisfying 
1) A ^ A B^ is a subspace M 
2) For some e -> 0 AnB, is nonempty and w(x,x*)/M-local-
ly bounded . 
Then A - B is closed. In particular if A and B are disjoint 
then they can be strongly separated i.e. there exists x*£ X* s.t. 
inf (x*,a)?~ sup (x*,b) 
&•& A h e B 
Proof. Assume that A, B are nonempty. Let z#A - B. We will 
show that z<$ cl (A-B) or equivalently d(z) = inf Hz - (a-b)l>Q. 
fil~$ a i- A 
ir K. B 
By t r a n s l a t i o n we may assume that z = 0. Define f ( 0 : X —+ fR by 
f ( x ) = dQ(x) + #Ax) = i n f Hx-bfl + * Ax) B A ^€ ^ A 
Recall that d fi(0 is Lipschitz and convex since B is convex. 
Also since A is closed, convex, C*A(*) is a convex, lower semi-
continuous function. Thus f ( 0 is proper convex and lower semicon-
t inuous . We have 
f*(0 = - d 0 ( 0 * * A (
0 i * 
Using Theorem 6 . 5 . 8 of Laurent £3] we have that 
tdB(-) • < A ( . ) 3 * - - (d* D - ' J X O 
where Q indicates the operation of infimal convolution. 
Observe that d B ( 0 = ( » - H O * B ) ( 0 . So d * ( 0 * 
= (. >! • v r >>B)» ( O = !*'>•* + -> B(0 (Theorem 6.5.4 of Laurent 133). 
It is easy to check that !i Oi * - oD ( O where BY* is the unit 
Bx^ x 
ball in X* . Also recall that o ^ ( 0 = ^ ̂ ') and ^V') = , 5V 4 ) 
where o,(0 denotes the sunnort fnnntinn of the corresponding 
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set . So f i n a l l y we have: 
f * ( x * ) = [<cfB „ + 6fB) D # A 1 x * * W f * ( x * ) = 
= i n f t c rB.*<y*> + €rH<y*> + 6 A ( X * -y*)J = i n f - * R (y *> • 
y . X* B** B A <**cBx*
 B 
+ 6 \ ( x * - y * ) ] = in f [sup- ( y * ,b ) + supA (x* - y* ,a)J = 
HV** &X* Ire D a,&A 
= in f sup l (x* ,a ) + ( y * ,b-a)J 
^ c Bx* ae A 
Recall that Bx* is w-compact (Alaoglus theorem plus the re-
flexivity of X). So we can apply Nikaido's minsup theorem (see 
Aubin U3 p. 217) and get that 
£*(x*) = sup- inf f(x*,a) + (y*,b-a)J = sup T(x*,a) - II b-a J], 
ou 6 A „, *- 5 a, € A 
We will now show that hypotheses 1) and 2) of the theorem are 
sufficient to prove that f*(0 is relatively continuous at 0. By 
Lemma 1 (2 —* 1) and Lemma 2 (2 —> 1) it suffices to show that a 
level set of f(0 is locally bounded in the topology w(X,X*)/M 
where M = A^n B^ = ix € X : ^ (x) -6 Of = a subspace. But the level 
sets of f(0 are precisely {x€X:f(x)-* &} = An Bg for e ?- 0 
which by hypothesis 2) is w(X,X*)/M-lo'cally bounded for some € -r 0. 
Hence 1) and 2) are indeed the required conditions. 
So f*(0 is relatively continuous at 0 and this implies that 
9f*(0) 0. This in turn, means that there exists UeX s .t. x e 3f *(0) 
<»-==> 0 e 3f**(x) = Bf(x) (since f( . ) is proper, convex and low-
er ^emicontinuous). But we know from convex analysis that 0 c 
* df(S) means that f( • ) achieves its minimum at x. So 
inf llx-bl = inf (i fc-bH > 0, where the last inequality holds since 
x«. A Ire R 
x$B (recall that since O f A - B , A n B = 0 ) and B is closed. The-
refore we have shown that A - B is closed. Finally since 
04cl (A-B), A, B can be strictly separated. 
Q.E.O. 
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Remark: If A^ n B is a subspace and A is locally bounded 
then conditions 1 ) and 2) follow immediately. In Dieudonng's the-
orem (see i2?) A,AJ '-. B(r> is {0} and A is locally bounded. 
The idea of determining continuity points of convex functi-
ons through the local equicontinuity of the level sets of its con-
jugate was applied by the author successfully to problems of opti-
mal control and approximation theory (minimum norm extremals and 
spline problems). These applications will appear in a forthcoming 
paper. 
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